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SUMMER 2023 

LIVES & LETTERS 

 
SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL   Letters for the Ages   (256pp) £20 
Letters reveal the private man behind the public figure, some published for the first time 
LADY ANTONIA FRASER   Lady Caroline Lamb: A Free Spirit   (224pp) £25 
A compassionate portrait of Byron’s mistress: a somewhat melancholy, volatile life 
SALLY BEDELL SMITH   George VI and Elizabeth   (736pp) £30 
How a loving & devoted marriage brought a family & a nation through WWII 
POLLY TOYNBEE   An Uneasy Inheritance   (448pp) £22 
How does a family, fighting for justice & social mobility deal with their own privilege? 
FIONA MADDOCKS   Goodbye Russia: Rachmaninoff in Exile   (384pp) £25 
Melancholy which descended after 1917, extinguishing the creative urge until 1940 
JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL   La Vie   (208pp) £16.99 
A quintessential English farmer experiences rural life in France & finds it suits perfectly 
PATRICK BARKHAM   The Swimmer: The Wild Life of Roger Deakin   (400pp)   £20 
Biography of the writer, documentary maker & environmentalist 
LEAH REDMOND CHANG   Young Queens   (512pp) £25 
Catherine de’ Medici, Elisabeth de Valois & Mary Queen of Scots bonded by c16th France 
DANIEL FINKELSTEIN   Hitler, Stalin, Mum and Dad   (496pp) £25 
The political commentator & columnist explores his parents’ experiences during WWII 
HILARY KING   The Red Pear Theatre Company Story   (291pp) £35 
Iconic Antibes theatre which, for a decade, tempted West End actors to play in the sun 
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BEN GOLDSMITH   God Is an Octopus   (256pp) £20 
Battle to find the positive: a father’s determination to honour his dead daughter’s spirit  
LAURA CUMMING   Thunderclap   (272pp) £25 
Interweaving lives of a father, a daughter & a shared reverence for the Dutch Golden Age 
DAVID CARPENTER   Henry III   (728pp) £30 
Covers the years 1258-1272, years of civil war but sublime architectural achievement too 
D.J. TAYLOR   Orwell: The New Life   (608pp) £30 
Drawing on significant new sources, a wholesale re-examination of a literary life 
ANTHONY SELDON   Johnson at 10   (624pp) £25 
The unravelling of the Johnson premiership as witnessed by aides, allies & insiders (BBF) 
JONNY STEINBERG   Winnie & Nelson: Portrait of a Marriage   (576pp) £25 
The Mandelas without the myth: revealed as mortals, warped & hardened by experience 
HANNAH PICK-GOSLAR   My Friend Anne Frank   (320pp) £22 
Memoir by Anne’s childhood friend who last saw her through the wire in Bergen-Belsen 
CLARE FREESTONE   Yevonde: Life and Colour   (240pp) £40 
Celebrates the life & work of the innovative portrait photographer (NPG exhibition) 
ALICIA FOSTER   Gwen John   (272pp) £30 
Contemporary of Cezanne & Matisse, Rodin’s mistress: the quiet revolutionary (BBF) 
VIRGINIA WOOLF   The Diary of Virginia Woolf   (5 vols)  £30 each 
Unexpurgated diaries with previously unpublished material reinstated 
 
 

HISTORY & CURRENT AFFAIRS  

 
TOM HOLLAND   Pax   (448pp) £30 
Rome’s glory days, building of the Colosseum & Hadrian’s Wall, bought at a terrible cost  
FERDINAND MOUNT   Big Caesars and Little Caesars   (304pp) £20 
From Cromwell & Napoleon to Trump & Johnson: do leaders threaten democracy? (BBF) 
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ADAM NICOLSON   How to Be   (384pp) £25 
Homer, Heraclitus & Pythagoras: stirrings of philosophical thought in Iron Age Greece 
MARTYN RADY   The Middle Kingdoms   (640pp)  £35 
History of the lands that formed the Holy Roman Empire, an unstable mix of East & West 
JULIAN JACKSON   France on Trial: The Case of Marshal Petain   (480pp) £25 
How does history judge the Vichy regime & the man who led it? Did he have a choice? 
LEO MCKINSTRY   Cinderella Boys   (336pp) £25 
RAF’s maritime wing which defeated Hitler’s U-boats & opened the way to D-Day (BBF) 
JOSHUA LEVINE   SAS: The Illustrated History of the SAS   (320pp) £25 
Beyond the myth of Stirling & Mayne, the unsung heroes of the special forces unit (BBF) 
TOM WHIPPLE   The Battle of the Beams   (320pp) £20 
Electromagnetic war fought in the air & on the airwaves changing the course of WWII 
DAVID VEEVERS   The Great Defiance   (512pp) £25 
Early empire: how British imperialist aims were thwarted by the indigenous peoples 
SERHII PLOKHY   The Russo-Ukrainian War   (400pp) £25 
A war guided by Putin’s warped imperial mission which has its roots in the mists of time 
JADE MCGLYNN   Memory Makers   (248pp) £20 
How the Kremlin’s rosy view of pre perestroika Russia has hoodwinked a whole nation 
PETER ROSS   Steeple Chasing: Around Britain by Church   (400pp)  £22 
A personal pilgrimage infused by a love of history, architecture, art & his fellow man 
SOPHIE DUNCAN   Searching for Juliet   (320pp) £25 
How Shakespeare’s heroine reaches beyond the literary sphere, reclaimed by each age 
TOMIWA OWOLADE   This Is Not America   (336pp) £18.99 
The danger of looking at British inequality through the prism of America’s experience 
STEPHEN D. KING   We Need to Talk about Inflation   (240pp) £20 
How societies lose control over their money & why it matters  
STEPHANIE BARCZEWSKI   How the Country House Became English   (368pp)    £25 
Evolution of the country house through reformation & civil war to symbol of stability  
PAUL MCCARTNEY   1964: Eyes of the Storm   (336pp) £60 
275 photographs taken by the Beatle as he experienced fame for the first, dramatic time 
SADIQ KHAN   Breathe: Tackling the Climate Emergency   (224pp) £16.99 
How to tackle the environmental emergency engulfing London 
CAITLIN MORAN   What about Men?   (320pp) £22 
Reveals that the problems of feminism are also the concerns of men 
LEWIS DARTNELL   Being Human   (368pp) £22 
The balance between human faculties & frailties has shaped our history - & our future 
OWEN WILSON   The Wagner Group   (224pp) August £12.99 pbk 
Timely investigation into the Russian mercenaries who fell out with Putin & the Kremlin 
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
HELEN CZERSKI   Blue Machine   (464pp)  £20 
The ocean: what it does, why it works & its influence over human history & culture (BBF) 
HELEN SCALES   Around the Ocean in 80 Fish & Other Sea Life   (200pp) £22 
Discover the wonders of the ocean through a gallimaufry of science, legend & folklore 
MADELEINE BUNTING   The Seaside   (400pp) £20 
A clockwise journey around England’s coastal resorts, often tinged with decay & neglect 
STEPHEN PARKER   England’s Gardens: A Modern History   (224pp) £25 
A whistle-stop tour of horticultural gems & their creators from Repton to Spry 
HEIDI HOWCROFT & MARIANNE MAJERUS   Garden Style   (320pp) £40 
A sourcebook of garden styles to help the amateur & professional alike 
NIKI SEGNIT   The Flavour Thesaurus: More Flavours   (368pp) £20 
Plant-led flavour combinations combine with recipes, tasting notes & stories 
HEATHER ANGEL   Planting for Pollinators   (240pp) £16.99 pbk 
Whatever the size of your garden or window box, encourage bees, butterflies & beetles 
BLOOM   What Gardeners Grow   (336pp) £25 
Discover the prized favourite plants of top horticulturists like Piet Oudolf & Sarah Raven   
MAX LA MANNA   You Can Cook This!   (288pp) £22 
Easy vegan recipes using the whole vegetable for maximum taste & less waste 
JANE LOVETT   Deliciously Simple   (256pp) £26 
Straightforward recipes which don’t take hours of preparation, but nevertheless impress 
EMMA YOUNG   The Cheese Wheel   (208pp) August £14.99 
Flavour-based guide: which cheese compliments which & what to drink with each   
JAMIE OLIVER   5 Ingredients Mediterranean   (320pp) August £28 
With an emphasis on vegetarian & meat-reduced recipes 
GORDON RAMSAY   Restaurant Gordon Ramsay   (304pp) August £60 
Celebrating the 25th anniversary of his Michelin triple-starred Chelsea dining room  
ALAN TITCHMARSH   Chatsworth   (288pp) August £35 
Those who have shaped the estate: Capability Brown, Joseph Paxton & Debo Devonshire 
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FICTION & CRIME FICTION  

 
DEBORAH LEVY   August Blue   (256pp) £18.99 
A pianist is haunted & taunted by her double as they crisscross Europe 
AMANDA CRAIG   The Three Graces   (416pp) £18.99 
Trio of octogenarians find refuge in the Tuscany until family, friends & strangers intrude 
REVEREND RICHARD COLES   A Death in the Parish   (432pp) £18.99 
Second whodunnit set in the fictional Champton but full of plausible parish life 
JACQUELINE CROOKS   Fire Rush   (352pp) £16.99 
A ‘70s love story which begins among the Jamaican diaspora of South London (BBF) 
A.J. PEARCE   Mrs Porter Calling   (352pp) £16.99 
Doing Her Bit on the Home Front, Emmy Lake faces her toughest challenge yet 
ANITA RANI   Baby Does a Runner   (336pp) £14.99 
Under pressure at home & work, Baby Saul looks to India for salvation & wisdom (BBF) 
HANNAH ROTHSCHILD   High Time   (320pp)  £16.99 
An underappreciated trophy wife takes control, helped by her dysfunctional family (BBF) 
JENNY JACKSON   Pineapple Street   (320pp) £14.99 
A glamorous, well-connected family living in Brooklyn Heights, but are they happy?  
DIANA EVANS   A House for Alice   (352pp) £18.99 
Alice is at a crossroads. Return to the country of her birth, Nigeria, or stay in London? 
JESSE NORMAN   The Winding Stair   (480pp) £20 
At the cusp of the Jacobean age, two men vie for favour with the new King  
LAURA SHEPHERD-ROBINSON   The Square of Sevens   (560pp) £18.99 
Set amidst the Georgian splendour of Bath, a young woman seeks answers     
NATASHA SOLOMONS   Fair Rosaline   (352pp) August £14.99 
Why does Romeo’s gaze drift from Rosaline to her cousin Juliet? Are his motives pure?  
MICHIKO AOYAMA  What You Are Looking for Is in the Library  (256pp) Aug £12.99 
Five visitors, each at a personal crossroads, find hope & inspiration at their local library 
CHRISTY LEFTERI   The Book of Fire   (400pp) August £16.99 
A fierce fire destroys the beauty of a tiny Greek island, leaving a family traumatised 
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HOLIDAY READING – FICTION IN PAPERBACK 

 
BARBARA KINGSOLVER   Demon Copperhead   (560pp) £9.99 pbk 
Inspired by Dickens, a tale that is a socially aware, modern Appalachian adventure 
MAGGIE O’FARRELL   The Marriage Portrait   (448pp)  £9.99 pbk 
1561: Lucrezia, Duchess of Ferrara, barely sixteen, is in mortal danger from her husband 
INDIA KNIGHT   Darling   (288pp) £9.99 pbk 
Contemporary reimagining of Nancy Mitford’s ‘Pursuit of Love’ set in Norfolk & London 
ROBERT HARRIS   Act of Oblivion   (576pp) £9.99 pbk 
Two regicides on the run, pursued by a man who has a personal reason for their capture 
GABRIELLE ZEVIN   Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow   (496pp) £9.99 pbk 
Childhood friends are reunited in their twenties & succeed as brilliant game designers 
DAVID MCCLOSKEY   Damascus Station   (432pp) £9.99 pbk 
A CIA operations officer falls for Miriam, his Syrian ‘mole’, putting both lives in danger 
PRISCILLA MORRIS   Black Butterflies   (288pp) £9.99 pbk 
Sarajevo 1992: a mother finds herself stranded in a city under siege (BBF) 
HEIDI AMSINCK   The Girl in the Photo   (354pp) £9.99 pbk 
A number of elderly people are targeted, a photo left at each scene. Jensen investigates 
COCO MELLORS   Cleopatra and Frankenstein   (384pp) £9.99 pbk 
A chance meeting outside a party in New York changes more lives than just two (debut)  
CELIA FREMLIN   Uncle Paul   (256pp) £9.99 pbk 
Released from prison for the attempted murder of his first wife, is Paul bent on revenge?  
JAMES WOLFF   The Man in the Corduroy Suit   (272pp) £9.99 pbk 
A retired British secret service vetting officer is poisoned. Is she really a Russian agent? 
ROBERT GALBRAITH   The Ink Black Heart   (1248pp) £9.99 pbk 
Cormoran Strike & Robin investigate a murder in Highgate Cemetery 
JESSIE BURTON   The House of Fortune   (416pp) £9.99 pbk 
Should the head rule the heart? Two women set to disagree. Sequel to ‘The Miniaturist’   
ROBERT THOROGOOD   Death Comes to Marlow   (384pp) £8.99 pbk 
The sleuthing trio are invited to a society wedding where a murderer lurks 
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HOLIDAY READING – NON-FICTION IN PAPERBACK  

    
DIPO FALOYIN   Africa Is Not a Country   (400pp) £10.99 pbk 
Corrects the simplistic view of Africa to reveal a continent of rich diversity (BBF) 
SAM KNIGHT   The Premonitions Bureau   (256pp) £9.99 pbk 
1966 & a British psychiatrist sets out to prove that some people can anticipate calamities 
OWEN MATTHEWS   Overreach   (448pp) £10.99 pbk 
Former Newsweek Moscow correspondent on the origins of the Russo-Ukrainian conflict  
ANNE GLENCONNER   Whatever Next?   (288pp) £10.99 pbk 
Reflects on & reveals more about her extraordinary life of contrasts (BBF) 
VALENTINE LOW   Courtiers   (400pp) £10.99 pbk 
Looks behind the scenes to explore the role played by the grey men - & women - in suits 
A.A. MILNE    It’s Too Late Now   (288pp) £9.99 pbk 
The Cambridge graduate & assistant editor at ‘Punch’ who created Pooh, Piglet & friends 
TOM HAGLER   We Could Be: Bowie and His Heroes   (400pp) £11.99 pbk 
Portrait of the pop icon emerges through vignettes gathered from those that met him 
CRAIG BROWN   Haywire   (560pp)  £10.99 pbk 
A collection of waspish writings, skewering our contemporary world 
PHILIPPE SANDS KC   The Last Colony   (224pp) £9.99 pbk 
Devastating impact of Britain’s grip on its last colony, the British Indian Ocean Territory 
TREVOR PHILLIPS   Windrush: 75 Years of Modern Britain   (432pp) £12.99 pbk 
Oral history of those who made the voyage to Britain on the former troop ship Windrush 
JOANNE PAUL   House of Dudley   (592pp) £12.99 pbk 
Ambitious, scheming family whose fortunes rose & fell under successive Tudor monarchs 
BEN MACINTYRE   Colditz   (384pp) £10.99 pbk 
Stories behind those infamous prison walls - the snobbery, class conflict, boredom & farce  
JULIA BOYD   A Village in the Third Reich   (464pp) £10.99 pbk 
How the inhabitants of Oberstdorf coped with the brutality of the Nazi regime 
CHARLES SPICER   Coffee with Hitler   (400pp) September £10.99 pbk 
How a handful of amateur British intelligence agents tried to civilise high ranking Nazis  
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Tickets now on sale for Barnes BookFest 2023

This year's festival takes place on the last weekend in September (22nd to 24th)
and features a wonderful line-up of some of Britain's most thought-provoking
- and occasionally controversial - writers.

Highlights include: Sir Anthony Seldon and Sonia Purnell * Anne Glenconner and
Gyles Brandreth * Sam Delaney and Irvine Welsh * Anita Rani * Matt Frei * William
Sieghart * Ferdinand Mount * Sir Tom Courtenay * Sir Trevor Phillips * Oliver
Soden and Patricia Hodge * Helen Czerski and Tracy Edwards

For details on all events and to book tickets
please visit the website at barnesbookfest.org
Tickets cost £10-£15 and are also available at The Barnes Bookshop, SW13 0DQ.

 

 

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations 

To order any of the books in the catalogue 
or for other suggestions contact us at: 
Barnes Bookshop 
98 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
Or order online through bookshop.org 
 
 
 


